Breaking Clear (Full Hearts Series) (Volume 3)

For fans of Samantha Young and Jodi
Ellen Malpas comes a classic romance with
a side of sizzling seduction by the
bestselling author of Break in Two. As art
director of Style Magazine in Manhattan,
Harper Youngs life is glamorous and
fast-paced, just the way she likes it. This
small town girl has left her roots - and her
painful past - a million miles away ... until
one phone call changes everything. Its time
to face her childhood and the man she left
behind ... When Evan Donovan isnt on a
construction site, he is usually hanging
from a cliff somewhere. Hes been dealt a
rough hand when it comes to love and now
believes in keeping things simple. But
when Harper Young drops back into his
life, things suddenly get complicated. He
resolves to stay away but the pull he feels
to her is just too strong. Harper and Evan
quickly find themselves in each others
arms, telling themselves its only for now
and that soon theyll go back to their very
different lives.
But true love doesnt
exactly play by the rules - before long
theyre falling hard and fast. Soon they will
have to ask themselves whether theyre
brave enough to put it all on the line and
fight for their forever ...
ADVANCED
REVIEWS OF BREAKING CLEAR This
book had just the right amount of humor,
sarcasm and heart-wrenching moments that
made this a really good read for me. Very
rarely does a book make me literally hold
my breath or has me feeling that actually
ache in my heart for a character, but I did
both.
~ Three Chicks Review for
Netgalley This is a perfect steamy fun
summer beach read! Another sweet, lovely
love story from a master storyteller. This
is a must-read!! ~ Melissa, Effen Book
Club PRAISE FOR MJ SUMMERS I
inhaled this book... Riveting sexual heat... a
delicious and definite five star read.
~Jennifer Sage - Author of The Guardian
Archives Series A fun, often humorous,
escapist tale that will have readers
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blushing, laughing and rooting for its
characters.
~KIRKUS REVIEW of
Breaking Love MJ Summers is slowly
killing me. First she wrote a book about a
sexy cowboy and now shes written one
about a sexy Frenchman. I loved Breaking
Love and it was worth every one of the 5
stars that I gave it. ~ Karen, A Thousand
Lives Book Blog What other authors so
often fail, MJ championed in this book: in
many books this long process of will
they/wont they is just too long and after
some time it loses the whole appeal, but
here... it was not flat or boring for a
second, it was all the time gripping and had
you on the tips of your toes. Altogether, the
book has made a fascinating, steamy...
quick read. Why quick? Well, because I
couldnt put it down, so engrossed was I in
Megan and Lucs lives. It is a brilliant love
story written with a lot of feeling and
understanding.... MJ Summers can really
write a hot romance with great characters
in it, full of misunderstandings, twist and
turns, heartbreaks and hurt but still with a
lot of joy and that is a great entertainment.
I have really enjoyed this book and will be
keeping my eye on MJ Summers in the
future. ~ On My Book Shelf Review Blog
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